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H* MELVAH CLAIMS 

Notes on visit Kay 29, 1952.
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' *:
daias fora group of 9, east of and separated from Tech-Hughes group in Deroche 

Township by ^ mile.

Easily accessible by jeep from mile 21& on the Searchmont Boad. Turn left off 
highway at camps on North side ~f road and follow logging road about 3 miles to 
bridge over Goulals River.

, - s One showing is located on south bank of river, 500 feet down atrean from Melvan's 
shack* This is a strong rust filled shear in greywackie showing very small amounts of 
lead* A diabase forms, or is very close to the east wall of the shear*

Second and more promising showing is back 1000 feet and South- wes t of the road on a 
steep hill side, adjacent to an old lagoon, (residual river bend.) This is likewise 
a very strong shear with red oxides present. Under this red coating, in some places, is 
massive lead, lio-i much sine was noted but stringers of brown to black earthy aaterial 
cut through the zone ct random and suggest the oxidation of sulphides* A sample of 
material visibly containing Itf, Fb was t&ken from one pit* This was assayed and showed 
the following! U.60#j 0.58?n and 0.60Ag.

A second sample was grabbed from the earthy section of the upper pit with the idea 
that there should be a residual silver content if the oxidej represented argentiferous 
sphalerite and galena.

On the neighbouring Tehh-Hughes ground, it is reported that the silver is associated 
with the lead rather than zinc. If this residue is a zinc product, therefore, no 
particular significance can be placed on the silver assu,/.

No more surface trenching can be advantageously done on this showing because of the 
extreme weathering. Thougn a diamond drill hole put down well under this show might 
prove up important ore.

Assay returns on the decomposed nuterial showed 1.50/t Pb, O.UOjSZn, and 0.26 ox. of 
Ag. Assuming the same ratio of silver to lead to be a constant, the unweathered lead 
content suggested by the quantity of silver would have been in the neighborhood of 5#.

Two or 3 drill holes at a naxiraum cost of 55,000.00 would be a fair gamble provided 
a reasonable deal could be made with Melvan.

Kussel D. Devlin.
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